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Application My Floor Film 

 
 

My Floor Film is a classic, calendered white foil with grey backing, which is used for interior 
bonding with the matching My Floor Laminate R10 on various floor coverings. The sandwich 
also has B1 certification. The expected durability can be up to 6 months, depending on the 
usage. Other areas of application are textured walls, doors and glass surfaces, where the film 
can be removed very easily.   
If you now follow the processing instructions below, you and your customers will have a lot 
of satisfaction with the product. 
 
 
Print 
 
Please make sure that the printing film has taken over the ambient temperature before 
printing, there are often temperature differences between the warehouse and production 
rooms that must first be compensated by the product. For very good printing results, set the 
print setting to «Vinyl Film Glossy» or «Cast». 
 
 
Printing process 
 
Solvent, eco-solvent, UV-curable inks, offset and screen printing.  
Latex printing at a temperature of 90 - 95 °C 
 
 
Drying time 
 
After printing, store the My Floor Film print foil in a way that best allows the print to dry and 
any solvents to evaporate. If stored flat and open, the print must dry for at least 24 hours, 
otherwise 48 hours. After that, the product is ready for the lamination process. Latex prints 
have a general processing guideline for drying for foils given by the manufacturer HP. 
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Laminating 
 
When inserting the print film and laminate, make absolutely sure that there are no pulls and 
that the tension is identical for both materials. This prevents the material from "tunnelling" 
or "rolling up" and makes application much easier. Smaller prints can also be laminated 
without a laminator. However, this variant is very challenging for the user and is therefore 
only recommended for experienced persons. When subsequently "trimming" the print, we 
recommend that you avoid sharp corners and round them off. 
 
 
Attach 
 
My Floor Film has been specially developed for a wide variety of substrates in the floor sector. 
The special adhesive adapts very well to the conditions. Here, the surface temperature should 
be at least 10°C during application. It is important to press the edges and borders properly 
and neatly so that the film nestles against the substrate. The surface to which the film is to be 
applied must be well cleaned and, above all, free of grease and dust. We recommend applying 
the film dry. 

 
 

Disassembly 
 
The specially developed adhesive of My Floor Film can be removed from almost all surfaces 
without leaving any residue and without causing any problems. It is important to pay 
attention to the removal temperature of +10°C to + 30°C. Pull the film off evenly at a flat 
angle. This is the quickest way to remove it. If possible, two people should carry out the 
removal process together. 
 
 
 
If you now follow all these instructions, nothing will stand in the way of your successful 
campaign. If you have any specific questions, please contact your Continental Grafix 
representative or write to info@continentalgrafix.com. Have fun! 
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